
This worksheet is inspired by a reference page from 1 Identity Counseling: http://1identity.care/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/FightFlightFreezeFawnWeb.pdf

Identify Your Unhelpful Reactions To Stress
In the face of stress, most of us display a unique blend of each of the four F’s: fight, flight, freeze, and
fawn. However, most of us usually default to one or two main types of stress response. 

If you know which of the four F’s you “favor,” it’s easier to identify and solve unhelpful reactions to
stress. That’s what this worksheet aims to help you do. Circle all the traits that apply, so that you can
realistically reflect on your patterns.

Freeze: passivity

Fight: aggressiveness or assertiveness Flight: avoidance

Fawn: people-pleasing

Read through the list of statements below, and circle whichever sound like you. Then, count the number of
statements circled in each category. What do your proportions look like?

Even trauma types that seem contradictory can be observed in combined action. Take a look at the following
examples of combined trauma types:

Fight-Flight: actively or aggressively pushing people away by picking fights

Fight-Freeze: isolating yourself and creating conflict with those who approach you

Fight-Fawn: lashing out, then immediately apologizing and self-punishing

Flight-Freeze: hyperfocusing on fantasy or non-real-world activities

Flight-Fawn: hyperfocusing on the needs of others

Freeze-Fawn: getting stuck in “waiting” mode until someone requests something from you

Zoning out, dissociating
Inability to voice opinions or preferences  
Fear of taking action

Difficulty acknowledging others’ perspectives or needs  
Trying to change reality by force
Feeling panicked unless you’re the only one in control

Saying sorry too much
Smiling no matter how you feel inside  
Going along with what others want

Daydreaming
Ghosting people (even if you don’t want to)  
Hyper-focusing

Chat with peers who relate to your struggle, 24/7, at www.supportiv.com

Find more worksheets and articles, plus chat, available 24/7 at www.supportiv.com


